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The Arizona Chapter has a prosthetics 
Lending closet. For a small donation 
you can acquire a power wheelchair, a 
manual wheelchair, shower equipment,  
aluminum walkers, canes, crutches. We 
also have Hoyer Lifts (manual & electric) 
Do not hesitate to call the Chapter office 
if you are in need of any type of 
equipment. We may have just what you 
need. 

Call us at : 602-244-9168 

Attention All Readers !!!! 

        * The Desert Oracle is Published at least 6 x per Year  

facebook.com/AZPVA  
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Paralyzed Veterans of America Continues its Push to Ensure Healthcare, Benefits and Jobs for 
All Veterans 
 
April 2015 marks Paralyzed Veterans of America Awareness Month and the 69th anniversary of 
the founding of the veterans service organization. Throughout the month of April, Paralyzed  
Veterans of America and its 34 chapters across the country will be highlighting the challenges  
veterans with spinal cord injury/dysfunction face and educating the public about the programs,  
services and support Paralyzed Veterans provides to these injured veterans and their families.   
 
“This April, during Paralyzed Veterans Awareness Month, we’re encouraging the public to learn 
about the unique challenges paralyzed veterans face and to give back and support these  
veterans,” said Al Kovach, national president of Paralyzed Veterans of America. “Consider  
volunteering with one of our Chapters, visiting veterans at your local VA hospital, or hiring a  
veteran if you’re a business owner. Paralyzed Veterans of America provides all of its programs 
and services free of charge to veterans—this includes benefits and employment assistance, as 
well as rehabilitative adaptive sports and recreations programs. We encourage everyone to learn 
more about how we assist veterans and get involved.” 
 
Paralyzed Veterans chapters across the country will be holding local awareness events throughout 
the month of April, and the national headquarters in Washington, D.C. will have an information  
table open on the first three Wednesdays of the month. To locate a Paralyzed Veterans  
Awareness Month event in your city, please visit www.pva.org/pam.   
 
Paralyzed Veterans is also encouraging the public to get involved on social media by posting how 
they support paralyzed veterans on Facebook or Twitter and using the hashtag #IStandWithPVA. 
 
Paralyzed Veterans of America and its 34 chapters:  
 Advocate for quality VA health care and veterans benefits. 
 Work to make America more accessible for all people with disabilities. 
 Empower veterans with the tools and support they need to secure good careers. 
 Invest in research to find new treatments and a cure for paralysis. 
 Promote and provide rehabilitative wheelchair sports and recreational activities. 
 Deliver its services to all veterans and their families free of charge, thanks to the generous  
      support and donations of the American people. 

April is Paralyzed Veterans of America Awareness Month 
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March 24, 2015 

             VA Works to Expand Choice Program Eligibility  
 
Background  
On August 7, 2014, President Obama signed into law the Veterans Access, Choice, and Accountability 
Act of 2014 (Public Law 113-146) (“VACAA”). Technical revisions to the Choice Act were made on 
September 26, 2014, when the President signed into law the Department of Veterans Affairs Expiring 
Authorities Act of 2014 (Public Law 113-175).  
In March 2015, VA announced the expected expansion for eligibility for the Veterans Choice Program 
by changing the calculation used to determine the distance between a Veteran’s residence and the 
nearest VA medical facility from a straight line distance to driving distance.  
 
Summary  
One of the current eligibility criteria for the Veterans Choice Program is based on the distance  
calculation using the straight line distance from a Veteran’s home to the nearest VA medical facility. 
Under VA’s plan for expansion, this criterion will change to the driving distance calculation between the 
Veteran’s home and the nearest VA medical facility.  
For example: Under the new distance calculation, a Veteran who lives less than 40 miles, straight line 
distance, from the nearest VA medical facility, but who needs to physically drive more than 40 miles to 
get there would be eligible for the Veterans Choice Program. Under the previous straight line distance 
calculation, this Veteran would not be eligible for the Program unless they were waiting for an  
appointment longer than 30-days from their preferred date or the date determined to be medically  
necessary by their physician.  
VA is expanding the eligibility determination in order to increase Veterans access to high quality, timely 
healthcare. VA looks forward to continued collaboration with Veterans and our partners to ensure the 
success of the Veterans Choice Program.  
 
Frequently Asked Questions:  
 
Q: Why is VA changing this criterion now?  
A: The interim final regulation was based on the discussion in the House Conference Report that  
accompanied the Act. After further review of other information contained in the report, VA believes that 
revising the calculation will still be in the spirit of the law and allow improved access for Veterans.  
Q: What mapping tool is used to calculate the 40 miles?  
A: The tool used will be a commercial product that is consistent with VA’s long-established beneficiary 
travel program. As every commercial product uses priority programming, the results may vary among 
products.  
Q: Is it still 40 miles from any VA medical facility or is it 40 miles from a VA medical facility that 
actually provides the care needed?  
A: This is currently defined as any VA medical facility. Absent a statutory change, VA does not believe 
that it has the flexibility to adopt an alternative approach.  
Q: How does VA plan to notify newly eligible Veterans?  
A: Because all potentially eligible Veterans already received their Choice card, VA will send letters  
notifying Veterans who will soon be eligible under the revised mileage calculation.  
Q: When will this expansion go into effect?  
A: VA must publish an interim final rulemaking and this change will be effective upon publication of this 
rulemaking in the Federal Register.  
Q: Where can I get more information about the program?  
A: Please review the VA Choice website at http://www.va.gov/opa/choiceact/  
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Kyrsten Sinema is an American politician and the U.S. Representative from Arizona's 9th congressional district, first 
elected in 2012. A member of the Democratic Party, prior to being elected she served in both chambers of the Arizona 
legislature, being elected to the Arizona House of Representatives in 2005, and the Arizona Senate in 2011. 

Dianne Brunswick, 
Krysten Sinema, and 
Leonard Smith at the 
PVA Annual Advocacy 
and Legislation Seminar 
in Washington D.C. 

PVA Conducts Annual Advocacy and Legislation Seminar 
 
During the week of March 2, 2015, PVA conducted its annual Advocacy and Legislation Training 
Seminar.  The primary focus of the seminar was to further educate attendees on current and future 
issues facing both the veteran and disability communities. Approximately 70 representatives, from 30 
(of PVA’s 34) chapters, were in attendance.   Bad weather preempted a number of chapter  
representatives from participating. 
 
The seminar provided opportunities to hear from PVA national staff, representatives from federal 
agencies, and other non-profit organizations.  The first day focused on disability advocacy.  The  
issues covered included Social Security, air travel and the Air Carrier Access Act, continued  
challenges with implementation of the Americans with Disabilities Act, and complex rehabilitation 
technology.  Day two focused on veterans-specific concerns.  The issues included implementation of 
P.L. 113-146, the “Veterans Access, Choice and Accountability Act” (that includes the “Choice”  
program); prosthetics; protection of specialized services; expansion of the Comprehensive Family 
Caregiver program in the VA; and beneficiary travel for non-service connected catastrophically  
disabled veterans.  Attendees also heard from staff members representing the majority and minority 
sides of the House and Senate Committees on Veterans’ Affairs.    
 
Unfortunately, bad weather led to postponement of PVA’s annual testimony, by National President Al 
Kovach, Jr., to a joint hearing of the House and Senate Committees on Veterans’ Affairs.  However, 
attendees spent one full day on Capitol Hill meeting with their elected representatives and senators.  
PVA members met with nearly half of the House of Representatives and Senate to discuss PVA’s 
legislative priorities for the 114th Congress.   
 
Despite challenges from the weather, the week proved to be a successful opportunity to advocate for 
the wide-ranging issues impacting PVA members as veterans and people with disabilities.   
Government Relations staff will let all chapters know when President Kovach’s annual testimony is 
rescheduled.   
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Senate VA Committee Reviews FY 2016 Budget Request 
 
In February, the Administration released its Budget Request for FY 2016.  This request included  
revised funding recommendations for the health care accounts for the Department of Veterans  
Affairs (VA) for FY 2016, and advance appropriations recommendations for health care for FY 2017.  
The co-authors of The Independent Budget (IB)—AMVETS, Disabled American Veterans, Paralyzed 
Veterans of America (PVA), and Veterans of Foreign Wars—released its budget report for the VA on 
the same day.   
 
On February 26, 2015, the Senate Committee on Veterans’ Affairs conducted a hearing to examine 
the VA’s budget request.  Carl Blake, PVA Associate Executive Director for Government Relations, 
testified on behalf of the co-authors of the IB.  That testimony can be found at www.pva.org.   
 
The principle focus of the hearing addressed the ongoing concerns about the implementation of P.L. 
113-146, the “Veterans Access, Choice and Accountability Act (VACAA).”  Of particular concern is 
the provision that allows veterans that live more than 40 miles from a VA facility to access private 
care through choice.  The VA recently published implementing regulations that strictly adheres to the 
law, which clarifies 40 miles from any VA facility regardless of whether or not the facility can provide 
the actual service requested.  Members of Congress want the VA to change this decision, but the VA 
has made it clear that it will stick to the rule until Congress passes a law liberalizing this provision.  
Congress has balked at that position because it could lead to a much greater cost to VA.   
 
Additionally, the IB released its report entitled “The Independent Budget for the Department of  
Veterans Affairs for FY 2016 and FY 2017” in early February.  That report outlines detailed funding 
recommendations for all programs of the Department of Veterans Affairs.  The report can be  
downloaded at www.independentbudget.org.   

Preparation is Underway for the 2015 White House Conference on Aging 
 
On March 6, 2015, the Department of Health and Human Services’ Administration on Community     
Living held a meeting with disability advocates to discuss the 2015 White House Conference on Aging.  
The conference will be held in July, in Washington, D.C. This will be the sixth White House Conference 
on Aging.  The last conference was held in 2005.  
 
This year’s conference coincides with several important anniversaries. In addition, to the 25th  
anniversary of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), this year also marks the 50th anniversary of 
Medicare, Medicaid, and the Older Americans Act.  In addition, 2015 is the 80th anniversary of Social 
Security.  
 
Previous conferences were oriented around legislative requirements outlined in the Older Americans 
Act. Although Congress has not yet reauthorized the act, the White House is committed to ensuring 
that the conference moves forward this year. Some of the issues that will be addressed at the 2015 
conference include: healthy aging, long-term services and supports, retirement security, and elder  
justice.  
 
Leading up to the conference, a series of forums is being hosted around the country to garner  
additional information from stakeholders.  The first forum was held on February 19th in Tampa.  Four 
additional forums will be held across the country over the next couple of months: Phoenix, March 31st; 
Seattle, April 2nd; Cleveland, April 27th; and Boston, May 28th.  
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PVA Attends Congressional Veterans Appeals Roundtable 
 
On March 4, 2015, the House Veterans’ Affairs Subcommittee on Disability Assistance and Memorial 
Affairs hosted a roundtable discussion regarding veterans’ disability benefits appeals within the  
Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) and the judicial system.  The roundtable was attended by several 
members of the Subcommittee including Chairman Ralph Abraham (R-LA) and Ranking Member  
Dina Titus (D-NV), as well as representatives of the VA, members of the Board of Veterans Appeals 
(Board), and many members of veterans service organization (VSO) community, including PVA. 
 
The roundtable examined current issues surrounding the backlog of approximately 400,000 appeals 
in the benefits system and what possible solutions may be available to overcome this problem.  The 
discussions centered on what could be done within current regulations to increase the speed at which 
appeals could be adjudicated.  All recommendations focused on ensuring that any changes served 
veterans. 
One key discussion point, which PVA raised, regarded a new program called the Fully Developed  
Appeal (FDA).  This program, which is supported by many VSOs, would reduce the time required to 
complete and adjudicate an appeal, but would also reduce some ability of a veteran to add additional 
information to his or her claim.  The program, similar to the Fully Developed Claim (FDC), used during 
the initial ratings process in the Veterans Benefits Administration (VBA), would permit a veteran to 
verify that there is no more information available to submit with a claim appeal.  This would allow the 
appeal to be considered and decided more quickly.  The FDA program would also allow the veteran 
to discontinue the FDA and reenter the normal appeals process at any time prior to the appeal being 
adjudicated.  This would protect the veteran’s rights and give the veteran greater control of the  
outcome of his or her claim.  Some VSOs have expressed concerns about the FDA program and  
ensuring veterans are fully informed before making this decision.  PVA continues to encourage all  
veterans to seek the assistance of a VSO to help with their claim to ensure the veteran can make a 
fully informed decision. 
 
Another idea presented during the roundtable was allowing the development of appeals at the Board 
of Veterans Appeals which would reduce the time that appeals spend in transition between VBA and 
the Board.  Representatives of VA pointed out that this had been done in the past, but only for a short 
period of time.  Further discussions are planned to examine this possibility and all the ideas presented 
during the roundtable.  PVA will continue to play an active role to ensure that veterans’ rights are  
protected as problems in the appeals process are addressed. 

We are very sad to report 
the passing of one of our 
founding members; Kenny 
Rogers passed away on 
Sunday April 19. Kenny 
was one of our friends, 
and an active members at 
all of AZPVA Trapshoots. 
He will be very much 
missed.  
Rest in Peace. 
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Ten Good Reasons to Support Paralyzed Veterans of  
America 

There are many worthy veterans’ organizations in our nation that you can choose to support  
financially. Why choose Paralyzed Veterans of America? 
Below are ten ways that we help veterans with disabilities every day using the generous donations 
we receive from you.  
Paralyzed Veterans of America: 
1. Delivers our services to ALL veterans and their families FREE of charge, thanks to the         

generous support and donations of the American people. 
2. Advocates for quality Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) health care and veterans benefits – 

veterans and survivors received over $1 billion in benefits in FY14 facilitated through a national 
network of National Service Officers (NSOs). 

3. Pushes to make America more accessible. Paralyzed Veterans has helped lead the way for the 
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).  The wide range of work our architects complete on a 
regular basis includes removing barriers from large public projects to individual residences,    
coordinating with design teams on VA medical center facility projects, and communicating/
educating about accessible design. 

4. Advocates for all people with disabilities in regards to housing, employment, voting rights, and 
more through our Disability Rights and Advocacy Department. 

5. Empowers veterans with the tools they need to obtain good careers. Our careers program 
PAVE (Paving Access for Veterans Employment) helps veterans living with disabilities secure 
good jobs with great employers. 

6. Invests in innovative research to find new treatments and a cure for paralysis. 
7. Promotes and provides adaptive sports and recreational activities. Each year, Paralyzed      

Veterans co-presents the world’s largest annual wheelchair sports event, the National Veterans 
Wheelchair Games, attracting more than 500 veteran participants every year. 

8. Provides free membership to those who have been honorably discharged from the U.S military 
with a spinal cord injury or dysfunction. Paralyzed Veterans’ membership is a passport to a 
broad array of benefits, services, help and support. 

9. Educates on veterans claims issues and connect attorneys with veterans law resources 
through our Legal Services Department. Paralyzed Veterans’ attorneys have litigated hundreds 
of cases on behalf of members and other veterans, helping them receive the benefits they have 
earned. 

10. Provides online and print publications with an extensive library of self-help, educational and 
clinical resources for people with disabilities. 
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35th Annual National Veterans Wheelchair Games 
June 21-26, 2015 

Dallas, TX 
 
IMPORTANT Dates – Registration is now available. All registrations must be returned and 
post marked by no later than April 15, 2015. Events are assigned in the order that registration are  
received. Don’t delay in getting your registration in! 
Dallas, Texas has long been referred to as ‘Big D’ in part for its grand scale of progressive  
thinking. Dallas is very supportive of Veterans and is involved in many aspects from partnering 
with VA to help end Veteran homelessness to conducting education and job fairs to give returning 
service men and women the tools they need to get back to work after active duty. 
Aside from its financial investment to support Veterans, Dallas will be enriched when more than 
600 wheelchair Veterans from all over the Nation roll into town. These Veterans aren’t quitters. 
Their sheer determination drives them beyond life in a wheelchair ~ pushing personal limits and 
comfort zones to flourish and improve their quality of life. 
Undoubtedly Dallas has much to offer as host, including cultural districts, the best restaurants and 
hotels, concert venues – you name it. But what the city will get in return is a grateful heart from 
wheelchair Veterans who have not lost their zeal for living and giving back to society. As  
seasoned ‘gold medal’ Veterans who compete each year rush to aid the first timer, just struggling 
to finish. Cheering them each step of the way, their hearts are truly as big as Texas! 

2015 NVWG Recommendations and Changes 
 
1. Track – NEW EVENT – 600m Biathlon – 600m track/air rifle combined. Veterans begin with 
200m distance and athlete moves into shooting range to take aim at five targets. Each miss is a 
30 second penalty. As soon as the athlete finishes shooting, they then complete a 400m distance 
to the finish line. Racing chairs/helmets are mandatory for all competitors. The competition will be 
conducted as Para Combined; Quad Combined and both by gender. 
2. No Archery loaner equipment will be available. 
3. Do not schedule these conflicting events: 
 Table Tennis (IA, IB, IC) & Softball 
 Quad Rugby & Softball 
 Archery, Slalom(IV,V) Nine Ball (II,III) 

4. Dallas weather in June – ave temp is 88* – 94*F (high) and 70*-76*F (low) 
 Drink plenty of water before and during your trip to help your body adjust to the humidity. 
 Eat foods high in potassium, such as broccoli, bananas, avocado, etc. 
 Travel essentials – medications in carry-on luggage, sun screen, lip balm, sun glasses. 

5. Preparing for the 35th NVWG in Dallas: 
 Before you start a new physical training regime, consult with your MD or therapist. 
 The best way to succeed at the NVWG is to participate in sports and recreation programs 

throughout the year! You’ll make the greatest impact in your life by getting involved every day 
in fitness, sports or other recreational activities. 

 Don’t wait till June to get started. The first time you participate in the   
particular sport should not be at the NVWG. Practice, practice and more 
practice. 

 Make sure you are ready for the Games! Get an appointment with your 
VA rehabilitation   therapist and make sure you have the correct       
equipment, practice schedule and if needed, support to do your best! 
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Call the Chapter office for 
more information. 

602-244-9168 
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Call the Chapter 
Office for more 
information and 
an application if 
you meet all the 
requirements. 
602-244-9168 
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CMI Mobility, now celebrating our 30th anniversary, is a respected member of Arizona’s automotive 
business community. We strive to understand the needs of our customers and then follow through to fit 
the customer with the right wheelchair-accessible vehicle at the right price. Our prices are always fair, 
often times thousands below the competition, and always includes a 3 year 36,000 mile warranty on new 
conversions in addition to a warranty on the vehicle. If you are looking for a new wheelchair-accessible 
vehicle or just an upgrade from your current vehicle, call to speak with one of our specialists.  
CMI Offers a range of wheelchair-accessible vans such as the Dodge Grand Caravan, Chrysler Town & 
Country, Toyota Sienna and Scion, Honda Odyssey and Element, Volkswagen Routan and the Ford 
Transit Connect. 

Ask for Stewart 

 

Please make sure that if you have MOVED or even away for a short period of time, to change your address 
with : 
 1. The VA / Social Worker 
 2. Your Service Officer 
 3. AZPVA: (602) 244-9168     

  
 
 
*FIRST NAME:-________________________________________   
 
*LAST NAME:-_____________________________________________   
 
ADDRESS:-_______________________________________________ 
  
 
*CITY: STATE: ZIP:-_________________________________________ 
 
*PHONE:-__________________________________________________ 
 
*E-Mail:-___________________________________________________ 

FILL IN THE BLANKS!!!! 
CUT AND PASTE THIS TO AN  
E-MAIL 
SEND IT TO : 
AZPVA@AZPVA.org  

CMI Mobility.com      480-688-6000 

Remote Side Entry  $16,980.00 
Starting at $13,900.00 
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Paralyzed Veterans of America volunteers do invaluable work that makes a real 
difference to veterans, their communities and Paralyzed Veterans' chapters.     

Volunteering can change your life, too.                        
Why is it so rewarding? 
 Volunteers make their communities a better                                                   
 place to live. 
 You can work for an organization and mission you believe in. 
 Having a positive impact on others feels great. 
 You can meet new people and develop new leadership skills. 
 Family volunteering lets you spend time with loved ones while helping others. 
 

Becoming a Paralyzed Veterans volunteer has never been easier. Each PVA chapter offers its 
own volunteer program with a variety of opportunities to contribute, plus you can commit to as 
many hours as you choose. Call the Chapter for an Activation Form and get  
involved! 

Volunteering is fun!   
Start Volunteering Today 

Are You An AZPVA Volunteer? 
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MEMBERSHIP REPORT 
from  

   The Arizona Chapter 
 

The Arizona Chapter voting membership stands at 509 as of April 1st 2015. 
National and AZPVA records show our voting membership as:   

270- Service Connected  239- Non-Service Connected   
 

The Arizona Chapter encourages each of our members to contact the Chapter and let us know how you are 
doing, and if we can help you in any way.  If you know of any of our members who have passed away, or if 
you have an address/phone change, please contact the Chapter as soon as possible. Also, if you would like to 
receive the Desert Oracle Newsletter by e-mail, please call or e-mail the office with your e-mail address. 

 
 

Do you know a veteran with spinal cord dysfunction who isn’t a 
member of the AZPVA?   

Let us know at the Chapter office by calling  
602-244-9168 or 1-800-621-9217  

e-mail: azpva@azpva.org 
 

Please have someone contact our  
Chapter office in the event of a member’s 
death so that we can inform other  
member’s who might wish to pay their 
respects to the departed. 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

   1 2 3 4 

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

26 27 28 29 30   

April 2015 

Douglas B. Hinchliff  
Merlin Hocken  
Frank J. Rigo         
Raymond P. Zeravsky 
Fred A. Cook  

Deceased Members February-April 
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.45 Cal 

John J. Tumidajski   
Cindi J. Smith   
Robert M. Bevins   
Edward D. McGrath  
Ronnie R. Lucier   
Leonard G. Venardos   
Kenneth E. Mucha   
George C. Proudfoot   
Christopher B. Tolls   
Arthur J. Munoz   
Donna D. Decker   
Charles M. Hill  
Darrell L. March  
Roger D. Delpier  
Robert Endsley  

Todd F. Dittmer  
Ludwig Kaftan   
Wayne H. Ford  
Joseph A. Possidento  
John F. Rourke  
Manuel Jaramillo, Jr.  
William J. Christensen   
Steven W. Richardson 
John (Jack) E. Grams  
Rebecca S. Perry   
Michael J. Muller  
Richard A. Hutto   
Kevin M. Bair  
George V. Gordthwaite  
Jhennicea Morrow  

Candy R. Banker  
Lot K. Christensen  
Louise M. Thornton  
Teresa L. Fernandez  
Dennis W. Sutterfield  
Kevin D. Waisner  
Charles T. Petty  
Tony Gonzalez   
Robert M. Angone  
Todd C. Borgstadt  
Joseph A. Williams   
Anthony D. Alagna   
William A. Ball  
Robert E. Malone  
Steve M. Compson  


